Step-up to
Success

HOUSING SERVICES
and
INDEPENDENT LIVING

Unlocking your potential

“My foundation degree has given me confidence and
empowered me to participate more in meetings, to question
things rather than simply accept what is presented, and to
strive to ensure my organisation becomes a leader of good
practice in the housing sector.”

Valuable qualifications that can help enhance or build
a successful, more satisfying career in housing.
n Develop your knowledge and skills; increase your status;
progress your career; add value to your organisation
n Study while you work
n Progress from a Level 3 qualification or use your valuable
work experience to progress academically and professionally
n Choose from a number of nationally-recognised qualifications,
including those at University-level

NEW Foundation Degree in Housing
“I thought I’d missed the boat, so I was delighted that I could
actually achieve a degree! I felt an OU type of course would not
have been the best option as I knew I needed more than 		
self-motivation to study at a degree level. The study blocks have been
invaluable, the tutors and the students have helped me greatly,
not only with the subjects we have learnt, but in helping me to
network and develop partnerships. It has helped me to be able to
understand the bigger picture and in doing so, I feel, I can give a
better service to our residents.”
Sara Leith, CEO Coventry Charity

NEW CIH Level 4 Certificate in Housing
“I wanted to improve my knowledge at a management level. The
Level 4 Certificate was an ideal fit for me as it was purely distance
learning which meant I didn’t have to attend study blocks.
“The CHS tutor was very supportive throughout and despite being
a distance learning course I still felt part of a group.
“I was absolutely delighted to achieve the Level 4 Certificate as it
gave me confidence that I ‘know my stuff ’ and the knowledge I’ve
gained has been invaluable for my job; I would recommend this
course to anyone looking to expand their knowledge and career.”
John Spencer, New Foundations
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Next course starts 4th July
Taught by Distance Learning
Student Loans available
Progression route to the Foundation Degrees
Rates will increase after this intake
In-house delivery also available

NEW A Foundation Degree in Independent Living is
also available – see our website for details.
Both new courses start on 8th September
Programmes not available elsewhere
Full fees can be funded with a student loan
Taught study sessions with activities to help develop assignments
and skills
n Network and sharing of best practice
n Tutor support at study days and via telephone/e-mail/Skype
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More information
Find out how you can gain a prestigious qualification and
what’s involved.
Call us on 01905 727272 or email progress@chs.ac.uk
Details of these courses can also be found at www.chs.ac.uk.

